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* 7EYT
Rate of Chemical Reacton and Its Effect on the Process

of Droplet Combustion

by

V. R. Kuznetsov

The theory of combustion of a fuel droplet in an oxidizer stream for a purely

diffusion case has been developed a long time ago F1,2]. For the general case is

known only a series of qualitative results. For example, it was established that

part of the fuel evaporizirgin the droplet does not combust and that at certar.
P!FT '-'r~?~

conditions the droplet itself cannot burn [3-51.

Spaulding made an effort to explain, what these conditions are, but the base-

less disregard of convective members in the heat conductivity equation led to the

point, that the value V/Ro (ratio of rate of flow coming agair.st the droplet to

its radius) during flame separation (it shows, that V/Ro-fuznotion only of the

temperature of the oncoming flow) is almost a 100 times lower than the experi-

mentally measured by Agafonova [4J and Fedoseyev 6 J.

In experiments :3.43 were investigated only several partial instance-, by

which it is impossible to make a complete picture.

The purpose of this investigation is to find a simple method, with the aid

of which it would be possible to evaluate the amount of ,nco=busted fuel an- to

explain the conditions, at which the droplet cannot burn.

Agafonova [41 derived an equation, describing the process of combustion of a

fuel droplet in an oxidizer stream, ani formulated boundary conli:tons. "o

obtain this equation, it is necessary to assume thats

a) the boundary layer on the droplet is equivalent t~o a certain given filn,

with identical thickness everywhere, -.......

b) the process is stationary, c) reaction 6s b-:clecular and its rate is
!-iffusion~a,-

described by the Arrhenius equation, ) hermodiffsion and/het coitivi:ty

F-TT-f 3-65 3/. +2



,a be disregarded* *);11=GCst* D -aomis f) =De op.

This equat ion has the form of

whreC R + 6)..

vhr elT (R.. +.

L Eel + +
. K f. - R€. (R.1

01 +e,

b - -~ - -

L £

Her T -temperatures a.O p eic -b~ot~ eat at consant prearavt Sal -conenta tion

of oxidizer in anoming 4PJ.v$ v-wa~ rate of substm-'oe within the filstl R-cu-rent

radiu (read frm the center of the droplete- thicknoss of given filal D-diffusion

coeffioienti Z-aotivation ener&71 KO - PM-exponente q-tbesl effect of reeotion

by oxidizer; L - amount of oxidizer In Senooessary for the cambustion of I g of fue l,

1- specific¢ heat of evaporation, 5- densty. T index 0 pertainsl to the surface of

the droplotg I- toO GoMIA flOWo

It is assumel. 0 that Teo boling point.

Boundary coditioas bave the form of

£ 1w ,.., -o, +.,
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* ide in the interval .1] varies slightly in comparison with the

product of three remaining co-factors, standirg in the right part of equation (i),

and we will therefore consider that K - const .

In equation (I) and in boundary conditions (3) is included an u=kmown parameter

uro, which cannot be determined if (i) is not first integrated. in reports L4,5J

is shown, that the magnitude uor2 is proportional to the rate of evaporation,

practically not differing from (u. ro)d. (The index d pertains to a purely liffus-

ional case) In conformity with this we will assumed that r )j. .

,... 1.. " (4)

From (3) and (4) we will obtain

do .h (5)

We will introduce a valueyL = !,, equalling to the ratio of uanco-busted

fuel flow to the flow of evaporized fuel.

To evaluate same, we made a series of simplifications. Their validity is

discussed below.

From (1) and (5) we have -

-~ (6)

We shall try finding the value of the integral in formula (6).

Since in the reaction zone the concentration of co-bustible components charges

very sharply, and the temperature to a lesser extent, then 'he -z.uzu of repro-

ducing the concentration and max- rate of reaction are close to esch other.

.'e I... a scu.m.e that they do co noi e. :'t gives

SAt nua.oricL: calcatic-*9 vaue K *.ae tse in ;cn (4,3'. : int.&. 2
pert ins to -axi-u.= rate of c-emical rez_. .°

FD- T-63-65 3/1 +2



AP+ a.,*-+ k and A+i a*+ b02 with On accuacy to Woutamt multiples ow. equal

to oxidizer and fel oon~entrstions respectively.

r'm (7) w have

vbere

We ap;proimste the rate of reaotion (suinteal fumction in (6)) by -

curve so as it was made by Zal'do oih and lrank-Kamenstakiy von solving the problem

of noal flm propeat lon[77 It giv~es

Assuming 4. ) temperature distribution, oo, spording to the above selected

dependene '7 *, and satisfyng the boundary conditions. To determim theWf 0 j

lv eaploy an I4ea e nentioned in the above given report. In this 'cse it Ieais

to a relationship ........ " ,
b

The funat ice~ X64 is apprzimated by two straight lines, etr. r

(Azov and smstXs0 the boundary conditions (one straight line Ma a dip -a t

and the other one I

The intervalAtanf derivative i Is easily detemnid by thee straight

liness

S IneA then using (a) and -409 we otain an equation for the deter-

minatit Of (V -. r(o.a') ,. x

J'ZD-T-63-653/lt 24



Having found from (12). &. from (8) and (12)o.i w ill 0bfirt (U1).

Nezt Is foundot.

Such calculations wze made for an alcohol droplet in an air stres (tsble).

In fig.l is given the relationship qC) at4 const. We investigate behavior of

functins t (K) near the point +d. Since the values +d,9 29 a. + a

do not change vach for an approximate analysis they can be considered eMstant. Equa-

tion (12) acquires the form of 

- - . 'd) -2a)

At 1C- .J and b; - coast (it corresponds to a rise in rate of chenical reaetiom

to Infinity or & reduction to zero in the rate. of fiovedirected around the droplet,

or stolcbicmtric coefficant)',--- N 4. If the heat ,eneratirgability of the f-.e.

or concentration of ozidtzer in the stream increassa, X decreases0ut 1/1 exp (b/fo-

.1d) rises umch sbwper and also tends towr -iJdo

6 7 V9A'

Fig*2.

and the amount of uncombuated fuel tends

to Isro.

At r , 6 02 + b4,0 (negative concentration of fue2iX and at{L d/c.

06*; 0, consequently - d/e 4. d' o:
We vill now examine the condit ions / flame separation. We vill mention first of all

that at greater values of the Nusselt criterion X- P'/V )it is asaumd, that Nt t

21-0.6Va). Consequently at/1nchanged temperature of onacming flow flame separation

will take place at one and the very same RO/V values.

PrD-7T-63-653/l..*2.5



,f ve Inoeuse the rate of flow Vgthen the rati of evaporation will be i:creased.

In the end. there should be fl separation.

In the Interval - d/e, i 4 the value

,, .- d-o (12" )

is limited from the top* consequently at certain K values equation (12) has no solu-

tions. The latter means that stable ccbustion of the droplet 1,s impossible. The

critical value K is found from formula

which determines a certain curve K(42), which appears to be the boundary between

the zone ,where stable combustion Is possible@ and the zone, where stable combustion

is impossible. Such a curve, calculated for a drop of aloholoburning in the flow

of air, is presented in fige2 /

To cheock the aocuraoy/ the approximate method of solving equation (1) was made

a comparison of val d/d + found from an accurate solution by numerical n

tegratioa and /by the above explained method. Difference have not exceeded 10-

15%.
-7,

S'_____________________ -

.. . .. ... .. ... . .. /w 11te

lig.3 Fig.*i

Calculated wore also the dependenoe of the amount of unocmbusted fuel (gasolino)

upon the rate of oncoming air stresm and the relationships betwen the temperature

of the flow and Its rate during flme separation.

The results of caloulations are shown in figo3 and 4 (dotted curves). For com-

parson on the very same figures are given experimental mves borrowed from .

m--63.65 3 / +2 6



Numerical values of magnitudes, necessary for the calculation, are given in table.

Table

Nam 7,. icName 'E.'oal/mol L q,.,-,I, aM/. ,,,i/.aD '/ ' ., ?' .Iomse
I I I ,_ _ _ ,t #

Ethyl alco--
hasoline 42500 2 30 220 0,33 0,23 340 7:011 3,2.1"

Gaolne4500 3,493000 70 0,33 0, 23 365 17 10111 1,72-10-'

Greater discrepancies between values ?L obtained experimentally ard theoretical-

ly, are explained by failure to oonsider the afterburning along the path after the

droplet.

The calculated dependence of the rate of the flow during flame separation

upon temperature of the flow is in excellent conformity with experimental data.

Between the values V/Ro during flame separation, obtained experimentally and

theoretically, there is also satisfactory conformity (at 8700 they constitute 5803

and 5600 sev
-1).

The author expresses sincere thanks to L. A. lyaohko and M. P. Samozvantsev

for critical remarks and valuable council.
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